Program Highlights: Sociology

Based on Key Assessment data and other evidence (press releases, program documents, newspaper articles) please share one to five highlights about your program. Please provide links for external sources where possible:


-- Spring Semester, 2013: The number of sociology majors at The University of Montana reached an all-time high of 465 students who are pursuing BA degrees in Sociology with Options in Criminology, Inequality and Social Justice, or Rural and Environmental Change.

-- Summer, 2012-Summer 2013: Professor Teresa Sobieszczyk is conducting research in Vietnam under a Fulbright Grant.

- Summer, 2011-Summer 2012: Professor Dusten Hollist received grant funding totaling over $100,000 to conduct research on disproportionate minority contact in Montana's juvenile justice system. The research grant funded both undergraduate and graduate student involvement in research, resulting in two technical reports.